YOJANA - Citizen Centric e-Services
Empowering Citizens through e-Services
India has taken the definition of e-governance to higher trajectory, wherein differentiated
strategy was adopted technically, and a remarkable shift from project based approach to
platform based approach resulted in development of public digital platform based
ecosystem, delivering a plethora of common services for citizens.
Some of the important citizen centric initiatives of digital India programme are;
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As per the data from Electronic Transaction Aggregation and Analysis Layer (eTAAL),
the portfolio of electronic services has grown to 3,702 an average number of electronic
transactions on a daily basis is around 9.5 crore, which can be attributed to both i.e. growing
number of transactions as well as increase in consumption of e-services.
Digital India is getting restructured and revamped to raise its bar and in this direction, several
new and innovative schemes, projects and services have been planned. Some of the major
planned initiatives are;
 India Enterprise Architecture (IndEA) aims to offer one Government experience to
citizens and businesses by establishing the best in class architectural governance, processes
and practices with optimal utilization of ICT infrastructure and applications.
 A national software products mission is planned to implement National Policy on
Software Products -2019 that inter-alia includes nurturing 10,000 technology startups in
software product industry and upskilling of 1lakh IT professionals.
 National Progamme on AI has been designed with priority mission areas. This mission
will be implemented in a hub and spoke model, wherein the proposed National Centre on
AI will act as the hub and centers of excellence (CoEs) along with startups will act as
spokes.
 Meity Startup HUB (MSH) has been set-up under the aegis of Ministry of Electronics and
IT to promote technology startups in the country. It will facilitate Technology Incubation
and Development of Entrepreneurs (TIDE 2.0) that includes coverage of 51 incubators
and 2000 tech incubators.
Tracking Schemes through GIS
Location-based information is a vital aspect of a digital economy not only to plan and monitor
the developmental programmes but also to manage transparent, efficient and effective delivery
of citizen-centric services.
 The use of Geographic Information System (GIS) as a decisive support system for
developmental planning is a critical component of e-Kranti pillar under the Digital india
Programme.
 To leverage GIS under Digital India, Meity had launched National Centre of GeoInformatics (NCoG) in 2015.
 A major e-governance sub-system, GIS is an important lever to accelerate growth and
increase focus in numerous domains including government, education, environment,
natural resources and business.
NCoG platform is aimed as a single source GIS platform for sharing, collaboration, locationbased analystics and as a decision support system, catering to the central and the state
government Departments across the country. The key features of NCoG may be summarized
through the following:
 Open Source and in-house development – This results in cost saving as there is no use
of any proprietary software.
 Compatibility with multipurpose geo-datasets.
 Dynamic Query – Logical & Boolean operations based query models. This facilitates in
generation of customized reports and advanced analytical dashboards.
 Authentication – The representation of data on GIS platform is authenticated by the
user/owner department/agency itself.
 A solution based approach, keeping in view the user’s requirement.
GIS has the potential for enabling good governance through effective and efficient monitoring
of schemes: proactive identification of gaps in the implementation of gaps in the
implementation of schemes/programmes; and efficient allocation/management of resources.
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In addition, the government is also working on leveraging and integrating emerging
technologies such as Block chain, AI, Machine Learning, Internet of Things, Big Data
Analytics with GIS to give further boost to developmental planning, foster citizen-centric
service delivery and good-governance.
Digital Infrastructure: Core of Governance
Digital India, one of the flagship programmes of the government, has given significant push to
adoption of technology and has brought a paradigm shift in the delivery of services to citizens
and also the way government engages with citizens.
Evolution of key components of digital infrastructure for government is highlighted below;
Pan India Network




NICNET – Pan India communication network for exclusive use of government has
continuously evolved since 1980s in terms of its geographical expansion, state of the art
technology, reliability as well as security architecture.
National Knowledge Network – NKN is steadily evolving as the National Education
Research Network (NREN) of India and has made significant progress by connecting over
1699 institutes, 5 crore students, researchers and faculty in the network through a
multigigabit nationwide network connected through 10G backbone.

Data Centres: A Host to e-Governance Applications
 Realising the importance of Data Centres, National Informatics Centre (NIC) has
established large data centres at Delhi, Hyderabad, Bhubneshwar, and Pune which are
offering robust, resilient and setup for e-governance applications, web portals and websites
with high availability and accessibility.
 Hosting support is being provided from Data Centres and National Cloud for approximately
10,000 various critical e-governance projects.
Command and Control Centre
 Command and control centre have been setup at NIC Headquarters which has increased the
agility of NIC’s ICT infrastructure.
National Cloud
 The National Cloud was launched in 2014 under the umbrella of Meghraj, a government
of India initiative of MeitY.
 Setting up of a secured cloud infrastructure has reduced considerable amount of time in
provisioning of digital infrastructure.
 On-demand services and scale-up of infrastructure during peak loads has also been made
possible by cloud infrastructure.
Geospatial Technology
 Geographical Information Systems (GIS) have improved the accessibility of various egovernance services by offering location based access, visual gap analysis and actual onsite representation of various activities.
 Bharat Maps is a multi-layered GIS platform/web service comprising of seamless country
wide base maps, satellite images and hybrid maps aligned as per the global geo-spatial
standards.
 One such successful implementation of geographic information system has been in the rural
development scheme MGNREGA.
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Direct Benefit Transfer
Public Finance Management System electronically interfaces with all banks and gives a
holistic view of the overall flow of funds in the government, thereby eliminating delay and
increasing transparency.

Email Services
 X400 email services were launched for government of India officials in the late 1980s for
providing an open source based secure and unified messaging platform to government
officials at all levels.
 It today provides security features such as Geo-fencing, device mapping and adaptive
authentication.
Video-Conferencing
 NIC has been offering video conferencing services since 1995 for connecting and bringing
administration close to each other.
 It is used extensively at all levels of government thereby resulting in substantial saving of
time and cost.
Cyber Security
 Cyber Security has evolved from just being about network security to application
security.
 Computer Emergency Response Team (NIC-CERT) group has been constituted with an
objective of analyzing, monitoring and responding to cyber threats on critical government
cyber infrastructure.
 It works in close guidance of CERT-In, which is the national nodal agency for responding
to computer security incidents as and when they occur.
For rural development, the government has harnessed technology for implementing various
ICT applications in over 10 programs including PMAY-G, MGNREGA, NSAP, DDUGKY,
DAY-NRLM etc.
NIC is in a unique position to cater to the ICT needs at all levels of governance and is in line
with the approach of embracing new technologies, areas such as AI, IoT, 5G, Edge Computing
etc.
e-Governance Initiatives for ST Welfare Schemes
 Ministry of Tribal Affairs has developed online portals namely DBT Tribal and NGO
Grants Online Application & Tracking System for bringing in greator e-governance
in implementation of welfare schemes for STs.
 The Ministry has further developed module for verification of students by universities
and colleges under fellowship scheme and grievance module for all stakeholders
including beneficiary students.
 The NGO Portal, developed for implementing scheme of Aid to voluntary
Organisations working for the welfare of STs, has been fully revamped and redesigned
with simplified application form, Inspection Report and Fund Processing module.
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ICT Enabled Farm Centric Agricultural Services
The Indian agriculture system is confronted with its own sheer complexity, inadequate factors
of production, weather uncertainty, multiplicity of schemes and multiplicity of Institutions, at
farm level, hence there is no size neutral solution possible.
Bridging the gaps in human resources development
In India, 54.6% of people are engaged in the agriculture sector and 50% of them as agricultural
labourers (census 2011).
90% of current jobs in agriculture are skill-based where only about 6% of the workforce has
received vocational training. There is thus a pronounced skill gap both in terms of quality and
quantity.
 The existing farm extension system needs to be broad based problem-oriented.
 ATMA and KVK are the two eyes of the present extension system which further require
a third eye for problems resolution, maybe ICT enabled agricultural Polytechnics for
bridging the emerging gaps and development of human resources for farm-level
functionaries.
 Agricultural Informatics program courses advocated at Mtech, BTech, and PG diploma
level, to prepare about 1 lakh rural youths, for undertaking S&T based agricultural
development and to rejuvenate and usher in agricultural dynamism in the country, 2022
through agricultural Informatics and e-Governance.
 The national digital communication policy 2018 under its mission 2022, has envisaged
a) Connect India- BharatNet, GramNet, NagarNet and Jan Wi-Fi infrastructure.
b) Propel India, for services based on 5G, IoT, cloud computing and Big Data
Analytics.
c) Secure India, ensuring sovereignty, safe and security of digital communications.
 The regulator of higher education in India - UGC AICTE have of late realized the higher
potential of Agricultural Informatics in rural India.
Digitalization of farming system is the step towards achieving sustainable agricultural
production and minimising farmer's distress.
It aims at farm as 'economic unit', household as 'social unit' and land as 'environmental unit'.
The three units are the core kernel of the multi-threaded agricultural system for achieving
agricultural reforms through digitalization and Geospatial Technologies.
Doubling farmers income by 2022 Committee report 2018 has deliberated and suggested
the following 'digital technology mission mode' projects for strengthening 'farm centric' and
'farmer centric' services;
 Digitalised Agro-Met advisories and agricultural risk management solution.
 Digitalized agricultural resources information system and micro level planning for
achieving smart village and smart farming.
 Digitalised value chain for about 400 agricultural commodities.
 Digitalised access to inputs, Technology, knowledge, skill, agricultural finance, credit,
marketing, and agri Business Management to farmers.
 Digitalised form Health Management for reduction of farmer’s losses.
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This DFI-2022 digital technology mission projects are envisaged to usher in agriculture 4.0
in India. The possible action plan for 2019-22 shall be as follows;
 Setting up of a National Centre for IT in Agriculture (NCITA).
 Operationalization of the DFI-2022 digital technology mission mode projects, in identified
topologies as Pilots, with one district in each state and UTs.
 Trending the operational Digital Network for farmers
 Steps to operationalize NeGP-AMMP projects which have been in cold storage for a long
time
 Steps to dedicate BharatNet for farmers .
 Creation of a farmer welfare portal in 22 constitutionally recognised languages, for
actively dealing with their grievances redressal.
 Agricultural Informatics program at Mtech, BTech and PG level to attract rural youth
into S&T based farming methods.
 Creation of a national level farmer’s database based on core parameters, for providing
personalized services for each and every farmer based on his /her agricultural assets and
resources including grievances redressal in an effective manner through language
computing.
 The convergence of various sectoral programmes/schemes of Agriculture and Rural
Development is essential at village level to achieve desired impact at farm and farmer level.
This may be considered as a possible roadmap for empowering small and marginal farming
and agri startups in the country.
Reimagining Citizen Services with Open Fintech Platforms
The number of mobile users in India has crossed 1 billion mark and most of them have
experienced internet for the first time on their smartphones. Forecasted to cross $2.4 Billion by
2020, as per report by KPMG India and Nasscom, India is currently home to more than 500
fintech startups whose collective aim is to attain financial inclusion.
Since early 2015 the fintech sector has undergone massive changes chief among them being
the move towards a cashless economy.
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Thinking beyond
 Revised payment services directive or PSD2 are set of guidelines which Financial
Institutions in SEPA (Single Euro Payments Area) need to abide for enabling their financial
products.
It is creating a strides in the domain of open banking and has opened up numerous
opportunities for new age Financial Institutions.
It allows third party providers to access customer bank account data based on the
customer’s approval to provide value added services in the payments Arena.
This open financial framework and data sharing ecosystem will eradicate Monopoly of
human situations on customer data.
API based banking products are empowered to create open frameworks for the first time
in history.
Open banking Framework would enable various businesses to extend various banking
and allied services without regulatory banking licence.
It will empower fintech Institutions and startups to a large extent by collaborative data
sharing.
It will even allow various banks to share their data score related to a customer and help
Financial Institutions to decide on a business transaction.

Technology-based customer centric Approach
 Digitally literate uburn customers can leverage this channel for getting best services from
their banks but there are many customers were living in rural areas with Limited
infrastructure and facility to connect with their banks. Open banking might show them a
way forward.
 Open banking will create a Marketplace where in banks, Fintechs, non banking entity are
connected to a market place through secured open APIs and give direct access to the service
provider about customers and information.
 Open banking platforms with service level API can thus unlock the true potential of
business correspondent network to deliver additional citizen services.
Create a trusted third party ecosystem
As a trusted party in the Marketplace Bank's could vet third parties to protect customers against
fraudulent providers and educate them about the implications and potential risk associated with
enabling access to sensitive personal data.
Conclusion
Open banking and fintech platforms hold the potential to transform lives of citizen in this digital
Era. Perceptions and needs of financial inclusion customer segment are heterogeneous and
different from their urban counter parts. Hence it is an imperative to understand the need and
requirements of all demographics of citizens and to make them aware about how innovative
solutions can actually make a difference in their daily lives.
Payment and Settlement System - RBI's vision document
Payment and settlement system are the backbone of any economy. The last decade has
witnessed substantial developments in this area of activity across the country the RBI vision
document outlines the roadmap for the three-year period spanning from 2019 to 2022.
The payment systems vision 2021 recognises the need for continued emphasis on
innovation, cyber security, financial inclusion, customer protection and competition.
Positive development during 2015-2018
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Introduction of new and innovative systems, distinctive shift from paper to electronic
payment modes, sizeable increase in transaction turnover, customer centric initiatives,
international recognition etc.
Highlights of payment systems vision - 2021
 Empower every Indian with access to a bouquet of e-payment that is safe, secure,
convenient, quick and affordable.
 The decade to follow will witness a Revolutionary shift in the way Indian citizens use
digital payment options and will also empower them with an e payment experience that
will be exceptionally safe, secure and truly world class.
 The vision envisages 4 goal posts- competition, cost, convenience and confidence. For
enhancement of competition in the payment system landscape specific thrust areas like
creating regulatory sandbox, authorising new players etc. have been incorporated.

Leveraging Technology for transforming education
With more than 50% of India's population under the age of 25, investments in education and
equipping students with 21st century skills are crucial to ensure relevance and productivity as
a part of the Global and Indian workforce.




Unity in diversity is our biggest strength however it is also and equally what the challenge
in creation of a uniform education system.
With 16 official languages 720 recognisable dialects, and 13 script it is a mammoth task to
implement education homeogenity.
Difference of access in urban and rural Geography further complicates the equation.

Irrespective of these challenges, India has made strides in universalizing primary education and
sharing improvement in both and enrollment and completion rates of primary and Elementary
School. Along with budgetary come commitments to education pathbreaking initial search as
Niti Aayog Atal innovation mission I have made a Dent on the learning culture.
A lot has been done but there is still on many miles to traverse this is where Technology can
help.
Providing access and bridging the divide
It is important for both students and teacher to play an active role in creating ingenious content.
Need of end point device is a necessity to accomplish. ICT is also helping classrooms to evolve
from being isolated blocked by expanding the scope for collaboration and communication
between students, teachers and administrators from different geographies.
Capacity building of teachers
It is important to not just equip teachers with ICT device and knowledge but also to handhold
them through the journey of being productive in an ICT enabled classroom. Initiatives like a
upskilling of teachers through common service centres are strategically well aligned with this
mission.
Technology here can play a pivotal role by providing personalized learning models which
adjust to diverse skill sets and mental faculties.
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Need to adapt to varying needs
MAIT, an Apex industry body proposed and Eduvision maturity model ll suit needs of schools
across five levels where level one in schools need the most basic Tech enabled infrastructure
and level 5 schools that are already ICT matured but need to invest on applications and use of
emerging Technologies.
Fostering Innovation and the spirit to unlearn and relearn is at heart of the digital transformation
that should be aimed for.
Copyright
©
www.www.examrace.com
e-Services for the Differently Abled
World is home to billion people with disability and more than 100 million citizens with
disability reside in India.
Digital transformation has facilitated ease of accessing products and services for all citizens
whereas citizens with disability are empowered to access various products/services with ease.
Assistive technology
Citizens with disability use assistive technology to access various modes of ICT channels such
as the web portal, Mobile application, kiosk, etc.
 Non-visual display access (NVDA), and open source the screen reading software is now
available in seven Indian languages.
 Avaz, an invention from India is an alternative and augmentative communication device.
It works by generating speech from limited muscle movements are and is used by people
with speech disorders.
 Kabi, is an app for speech impaired children which assist them for quick communication
with the external world by selecting pictograph image on their handheld android devices.
 Blee watch is a smart watch specially designed for the needs of hearing impaired citizens.
The watch enables recording emergency sounds into the connected app.
E-Services leads to inclusion
 Citizens with disability are contributing to conversation with government and private in
terms of improving their service delivery mechanism.
 E-services has lead to financial inclusion of citizens with disability, they now have full
control of their finances including banking transaction as their embrace digital channel.
 Digital channel of Service Delivery mechanism has empowered citizens with disability to
raise a grievance with ease at the comfort of being in their own residence.
 Citizens with disability truly enjoy accessing entertainment based content on mobile apps
because these apps integrate Universal design and can be accessed with ease through use
of assistive Technology.
Government Initiatives
 Income tax e-filling, IRCTC, MeitY are some of the finest examples of undertaking the
accessibility journery and its features are largely accessible to citizens with disability.
 Accessible India Campaign – It has an objective of achieving physical infrastructure,
transport system and ICT ecosystem within a defined timelines along with quantitative
target to comply with this national mission.
 DAISY Forum of India – A consortium of Not for Profit organisations from India who
are involved in production and distribution of books and reading material in accessible
formats for persons who cannot read normal print due to cognitive or physical disabaility.
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DFI in collaboration with government of India has launched Sugmaya Pustakalaya,
an online library of digital books in accessible format for print impaired citizens.
 DFI is currently in the process of converting course curriculum of primary,
secondary and higher education for 19 major states of India.
 DFI proactively was involved in campaigning for negotiating of Marrakesh VIP
Treaty which facilitate access to Published work to visually impaired persons and
persons with print disabilities.
Ministry of Urban Development has issued a notification mandating that all cities within
Smart City Mission project have to ensure that their ICT is digitally accessible,
enabling citizens with disability to avail government services with ease.
Dial 112 Mobile App, intiative of Chattisgarh to enable citizens to report emergency. It is
equipped to respond to hearing impaired citizens through texting features and can interact
in real time.
Revised Persons with Disability Act (2016) stresses on digital inclusion within digital
India mandate conformance to international accessible standard for all government eservices.








Way-Forward
Digital accessibility is enabling an environment that has easy access to the computer, software
electronic resources, and Communications.
 Instead of creating dedicated solutions for citizens with disability within the cyberspace,
the aim should be to create a Universal design offering access to all, including citizens with
disability.
 The design of products, environment, programs and services should be made user-friendly
for all regardless of sex, situation or disability and to the greatest extent possible or without
the need for adaptation of specialized design.
 Both National and state governments have legal compulsion to ensure that Digital Service
Delivery channel incorporates Universal design and offers equal access to all, including
citizens with disability.
Empowering the Marginalised through Digital Platforms
Digital technologies are vital for the inclusive growth of a country like India.
 Government has been trying to address the issue of identification and providing Unique
Identity for the last two decades.
 Towards this UIDAI was established in 2009 and Pilots for transfer of direct benefits were
done subsequently.
 In 2015 the government launched the digital India program with the aim of transforming
India into a digitally empowered society and knowledge economy.
 By adopting a citizen centric approach in delivering services with latest technology,
governance has changed remarkably.
 The combination of Jan Dhan bank accounts, mobile phones and digital identity through
Aadhar that is JAM Trinity is helping the poor to get benefits directly into their bank
account.
 The United Nations, in its report titled 'Leaving no one behind: the imperative of inclusive
development' praised India's decision of launching Aadhar as it will be a step forward
in ensuring inclusion of all people especially the poorest and the most marginalised.
 The national digital platforms comprising unique programs and products such as
Aadhaar, DBT, UPI BHIM, Jeevan pramaan, digital locker etc have already created a huge
societal impact.
 India has Indian language content in cyberspace in at least 15 languages and the rest
would soon be available on the Internet.
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Pradhan Mantri digital Saksharta Abhiyan has been appreciated as the world's largest
government effort to bridge the digital divide. It aims to make 6 crore rural adults digitally
literate- one person in every household.
Common service centres are internet enabled centres along near door step access to
citizens to government private and social services. They are not only ensuring social but
also financial inclusion of society to ensure nobody is left Behind.
Digital payments have enabled alternative methods of credit scoring based on auditable
transaction chain and with small ticket loan build over digital payments which are helping
people who were left behind in the financial ecosystem.
The BPO scheme in tier II and III locations are offering services in local languages which
is in turn creating employment opportunities for the local youth near their home at small
towns.

India has set an example with the help of technology that supports emerging socio-economic
rights and ensuring the inclusion of downtrodden vulnerable and marginalized section of the
society. Journey of digital antyodaya has begun.
Fostering the Right Ecosystem – A software Products Led Approach
The 181-billion-dollar IT BPM industry has been services led and exports driven industry. It
has become a global powerhouse in the IT services sector NASSCOM strategic review
estimates that the software products segment stands at $7.1 billion in 2018. Of which the
domestic market is at 4.8 Billion USD.
The national policy on software products NPSP, 2019 has been tabled.
 At its core is a vision to expand Indian software products Market by tenfold in the next
5 to 6 years.
 A dedicated software product development fund is proposed which will provide risk
capital to scaleup market ready for software products.
 A Corpus of rupees 5,000 crore will bridge the gap between capital requirements of
software product startups and the funding available from banks.
 It will provide risk capital to enable the creation of at least a hundred Indian
software product companies having a valuation of rupees 500 Crore or employing
200 people.
 An attempt to bridge the gap between what the industry requires and the academia delivers
a budgetary outlay of rupees 500 crores will support Research and innovation in
software products in institutes of Higher Learning.
 The policy will also nurture 10,000 software product startups which in turn will create
a million jobs both direct and indirect. At least 1000 of the startups will have to be in Tier
2 and 3 locations.
 MeitY will be initiating two incubation schemes;
 Technology Incubation and Development of Entrepreneurs (TIDE) 2.0 for
software product development aimed at societal sectors.
 Next Generation Incubation Scheme (NGIS) for tier 2 and 3 software product
companies based out of STPI.
 20 domain specific Indian software product clusters will be initiated which will have
integrated ICT infrastructure, marketing, incubation, R&D and mentoring support for at
least 500 Technology startups.
 Future skills PRIME initiative will aim to skill/reskill another 3-3.5 million people.
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Caveats & Commentary
 Software products often take up to 2 years for release in addition there will be periodic
upgrades releases.
 Towards ease of doing business a single repository of all laws and regulations applicable
to the software product industry should be created.
 Funding for innovation can be appropriated through an exclusive innovation fund within
the purview of MeitY to promote the domestic product companies.
 Testing is a very important aspect of software product development there has to be
definitely incentives for investors to set up testing lab and centres of Excellence.
 The measuring metrics today are centred on volume, age old practice. We have to move
towards quality.
We cannot be looking at products and services in isolation. If anything there is a healthy mix
of both and progressive companies which are supremely concerned about providing a superior
experience for its customers.
Development of Metro Rails in India
As per Census 2011, more than 31 % of the population is living in urban areas and this is
expected to grow to over 40%, that is nearly 60 crore in 2031 and 50% leading to over 80 crore
by 2051. At present 65% of countries GDP comes from urban areas and it is likely to grow
over 75% by 2030.
 As a result of the Rapid urbanization the transport in urban areas has been largely
hegemonized by private motor vehicles and supporting ancillary Infrastructures like
flyovers, networks etc.
 The Rapid growth of personal vehicle has adversely impacted the share of public
transport share of buses has reduced to 1% only.
 Quite evident results of these are increased congestion, pollution, road accident, energy
consumption and travel time in our cities which has dropped by about 3 kilometre per
hour in seven major cities between 2017 and 2018.
National Urban transport 2006
In order to address the challenges of urban mobility and also to provide clear direction and
a Framework for future action, Government of India formulated the national Urban transport
policy (NUTP) in 2006.
 The vision of this policy is to recognise that people occupy Centre stage in our cities and
all plans should be people-centric.
 The focus of the policy is to address the movement of people and goods and not the
vehicles so as to make our cities livable and enable them to become the engines of the
economic growth.
 The objective of this policy is to ensure safe, affordable, quick, comfortable, reliable
and sustainable access for the growing number of city residents to jobs, education, health,
and such other needs within cities.
Existing metro rail systems in India
 The first metro rail started its commercial services Kolkata in 1984. It continued to be the
only metro system in the country till Delhi Metro commenced operations in 2002.
 The success of Delhi Metro inspired other big cities to follow suit and in 2011 Bangalore
metro started operations. This was followed by operation of mass transit systems in
Mumbai, Gurugram, Chennai etc.
 Since 2014 the metro has spread across the country very rapidly and metro rail have been
made operational in 18 cities.
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More than 800 kilometre of metro rail and 82 kilometre of regional Rapid Rail transit
systems (RRTS) are under various stages of construction at present.

Challenges of Existing Metro systems
 Metrorail is a capital intensive system which requires used investments from union, state
local governments.
 Being a fairly new system in India the technology available is not standardized resulting
in higher cost of construction and operations.
 Lack of last Mile connectivity keep the system beyond reach for the last segment of the
potential users and limits the catchment area of the system.
 Parking lots and roads leading to many stations remain poorly lit. Many of these stretches
do not have eyes on the street which compromises security.
 Non availability of demand forecasts for metro rail projects in the country.
Addressing the challenges
For addressing the challenges in the following initiative have been taken by the government of
India;
 Metro rail policy 2017 - It focuses on systematic planning and implementation of metro
rail systems that act as a guide to the state governments for preparing comprehensive
proposals for metro rail projects. New the policy Lays down various financial models for
metro rail development including public private partnership (PPP) and provide a proper
ecosystem for its growth in the country.
 Value capture financing - The value capture financing policy Framework 2017 identify
tools such as Transferable development rights, betterment levy, fee for changing land use,
vacant land tax and land pooling systems and sources of financing infrastructure projects.
 Standardisation of metro components -To promote make in India in 2017 the department
of promotion of industry and internal trade (DPIIT) issued public procurement order to
encourage such initiatives. The aim is to increase minimum local content in rolling stock,
and signalling to 50% by 2023 in a phased manner.
 Transit oriented development (TOD) - Government issued national TOD policy 2017
with the objective to integrate land use and transport planning to develop compact and
inclusive growth centres within the influence zone of 500 to 800 metres. This will promote
public transport usage and achieve reduction in the private vehicle ownership.
 National common mobility card (NCMC) - To enable seamless travel by metro rails and
other transport systems across the country besides retail shopping and purchase.
 This card meets travel needs based on stored value of money and does away with
the need of carrying separate cards for banking, and transit requirements.
 This would allow fast deployment of digital payments due to the standardised
implementation process and will enable Rapid digital penetration.
 Setting up of Unified Metropolitan Transport Authority (UMTA) - Urban transport in
cities are managed and implemented by different agencies which generally work
independently with little synergy between them, there if thus a need for an umbrella
organisation like UMTA that monitors, integrates and coordinates aspects related to Urban
transport.
 Multi Modal Integration - The National Urban transport policy 2006 recommends
multimodal integration as the most critical requirement in creation of seamless public
transport services.
 Initiatives taken in Metro systems to promote multimodal integration includes;
Rapid metro rail in Gurgaon is integrated with metro station of Delhi Metro.
 Feeder service of have been provided in cities like Delhi, Bangalore etc. to improve
last mile connectivity.
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In order to ensure fare integration Kochil card has been introduced which is
acceptable across all modes of transport.

Future of metro systems in the country
 Currently Metro systems are governed by the Metro Railways (construction of works)
act, 1978 and the Metro Railways (operation and maintenance) act, 2002.
 However, in view of the metro rail policy 2017 a new Metro Rail (construction,
operation and maintenance) bill is under preparation which combines the provisions of
existing two metro acts.
 The unified act will enable private participation in Metro Rail and delegation of Greater
powers to the state governments and metro rail administration.
 The proposed at act envisages to have an independent permanent metro rail fare
regulatory authority for timely revision of metro rail fares.
 I-Metros an Association of Indian Metro rails has been launched in March 2018 as a
platform to exchange ideas of knowledge, experience, best practices etc.
 It will enable adoption of the latest technology and improving performance and passenger
experience in future through resonance of each others strengths.
E-Health Services
The central government has undertaken various initiatives using ICT for improving efficiency
and effectiveness of the public Healthcare system. The ICT initiatives are briefed as under;
National Health portal
Its objective is to create awareness amongst the citizens about health and government programs
and services in health sector. It provides information to citizens and stakeholders in different
languages.
e-Hospital
It is a workflow based ICT solution for hospitals specifically meant for the hospitals in the
government sector. This is a generic software which covers major functional areas like patient
care, laboratory services, workflow based document information exchange, human resource
and medical records management of a hospital.
Online registration system (ORS)
In order to improve ease of services for citizens, it provides services to citizens for taking online
registration and appointment, payment of fees, online viewing of Diagnostic reports, inquiring
availability of blood online etc. in various public hospitals.
Mera Aspataal (patient feedback) application
It is an IT based feedback system to collect information on patients level of satisfaction using
a multi channel approach. Empower citizens to participate in improvement of Healthcare
Service Delivery by providing feedback on service quality, facilities at hospitals and ultimately
help establish patient driven, responsivesave and accountable Healthcare system.
Food safety and Standards Authority of India (FSSAI)
For ease of services to food sector stakeholders, FSSAI is offering services for online licence,
clearance, product approval to the food business operators.
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National organ and tissue transplant organisation (NOTTO)
In order to promote organ donation amongst citizen at large NOTTO through its web portal
offers services for online registration for organ/tissue transplantation or retrieval and online
pledge registry by citizens for organ donation.
To harness wide penetration of mobile connectivity, various mobile apps have been launched
so far namely;
 Vaccine tracker (Indradhanush Immunization)
It supports parents in tracking immunization status of their children and help them ensuring
complete and timely vaccination.
 NHP Swasthya Bharat
To empower the citizens to find reliable and relevant health information the application
provides detailed information regarding Healthy lifestyle, disease conditions, symptoms,
treatment options, first aid and Public Health alerts.
 Mother and child tracking system (MCTS)/ reproductive child health (RCH)
application
It is an individual based tracking system implemented across all the states and UTs to
facilitate timely delivery of antenatal and postnatal care services and immunization of
children with an objective of improving IMR, MMR and morbidity.
 KilKari
It delivers free, weekly time appropriate 72 audio messages about pregnancy, child birth
and child care delivery to families’ mobile phones.
 TB patient monitoring system (Nikshay)
For tracking of individuals for treatment adherence has been implemented across all states
for monitoring of TB patients. Also a missed call centre facility for reaching to unreached
TB patients is available for counseling and treatment support.
 Tobacco cessation program
It is a mobile based interventional initiative for counselling and helping people to quit
tobacco by giving a missed call.
 Hospital information system (HIS)
It is being implemented in hospitals for automation of hospital processes to achieve better
efficiency and Service Delivery in public health facilities up to CHC level.
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